100 Watt Quick Connect Driver-Horizontal Only Applications

Part Number: LKQCPD84LED

Add power to your Quick Connect Light with the Quick Connect Driver. Drivers can be connected together, minimizing the number of outlets needed.

Product Details:

- Outlet on Driver allows connection with other Drivers, minimizing number of outlets needed
- Connects directly to first light in horizontal run of shelves
- 120" Lead and 84" Cord Length
- Self-regulating feature prevents overloading
- 24VDC operation
- Use for horizontal applications only, do not use with multiple lights per section

Product Options and Numbers

Part #: LKQCPD84LED N/A

Quick Connect Driver: LKQCPD84LED
**Standard Finish:** N/A

| Suffix Key | 
|------------|---|
| N/A        | - No Finish |